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abstract -

‘Incremental Redundancy’

This talk presents an overview on recent developments in using
incremental redundancy to improve performance in practical systems. By
allowing the codeword length to vary so that the codeword rate matches the
randomly varying information density or “operational capacity” of the
channel, systems that use incremental redundancy approach capacity with
shorter blocklengths and/or lower complexity than systems that must rely
on long blocklengths (and ergodicity) to allow the codeword rate to
concentrate around the mutual information, which is the average of the
randomly varying information density. Systems employing incremental
redundancy require rate-compatible codes and knowledge at the receiver of
when to terminate decoding. In practical systems incremental redundancy
symbols must be grouped into transmitted packets.
This talk presents recent developments that meet these requirents for
variable-length LDPC and convolutional codes used with incremental
redundancy. A novel approach for providing incremental redundancy at the
bit level provides fine-grain rate compatibility for short but powerful nonbinary LDPC codes. More efficient CRC design that takes into account the full
structure of the convolutional code can reduce the overhead of termination,
and a reduced-complexity but exact alternative to Raghavan and Baum’s
reliability-output Viterbi algorithm computes the probability of codeword
error to provide zero-overhead termination. The sequential differential
optimization algorithm optimizes the length of each packet to maximize the
average throughput. While incremental redundancy is typically used with
feedback, we conclude with a system that uses the interframe-coding
approach of Zeineddine and Mansour that employs incremental redundancy
without feedback to allow the highly parallelized decoding of a large number
of short-blocklength codes connected by common incremental redundancy.

